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1.0

May 30, 2013
Long Term
AA+

Short Term
ST-1
Stable

RATIONALE

CRISL has reaffirmed its Long Term rating to ‘AA+’ (pronounced as double A plus) and Short
Term rating to ‘ST-1’ of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited (IBBL) through an in-depth analysis
of the operational and financial performance of the bank along with all its relevant
quantitative and qualitative factors. The basis of its evaluation has been the consolidated
financials up to December 31, 2012 and other prevailing factors up to the date of rating.
The Bank continues to maintain its improved financial performance over the year as reflected
in the financial results for 2012. The net investment income and operating income improved
to Tk.17.80 billion and Tk.24.67 billion in YE2012 from Tk.13.62 billion and Tk.20.12 billion in
2011 respectively. The non-funded income remained 21.32% of the total income indicating a
solid base on non-funded business. CRISL views IBBL's investments are well diversified with
28.37% in trade finance while 19.24% in textile and rest are segregated to other general
investment. The bank continued to maintain adequate provision against its classified
investments to keep the bank almost safe from loss that might arise from the counterparty
defaults. The bank has been operating at the level of LD/ID ratio (Loan/Investment to Deposit
Ratio) of 85.18% against the limit as prescribed by the central bank.
Though the bank is operating with comfortable capital adequacy at present, there is scope of
emanating risk from asset quality which needs appropriate attention and regular monitoring.
CRISL observed down turn in some of the quantitative indicators such as significant credit
concentration with moderate assets quality and increase in cost of fund; although combined
effect of these did not have any significant impact on the bank’s operating performance.
Banks rated in this category are adjudged to be of high quality, offer higher safety and have
high credit quality. This level of rating indicates a banking entity with a sound credit profile
and without significant problems. Risks are modest and may vary slightly from time to time
because of economic conditions. Short term rating indicates highest certainty of timely
repayment. Short-term liquidity including internal fund generation is very strong and access
to alternative sources of funds is outstanding. Safety is almost risk free like Government
short-term obligations.
CRISL also viewed the bank with “Stable Outlook” and believes that bank will be able to
maintain its good fundamentals in future. CRISL does not foresee any volatility in the
operation of the bank within the rating validity period.

2.0

CORPORATE PROFILE

2.1
Genesis
Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited (IBBL), the first interest free Islamic Shari’ah based private
commercial bank in the South-East Asian region, was incorporated on 13 March, 1983 as a
public limited company under Companies Act 1994. The bank was sponsored by few local and
foreign corporate bodies, foreign individuals and a group of local businessmen with a paid up
capital of Tk.80 million and started commercial operations on March 30, 1983. The bank went
into initial public offering in 1985. The bank is operating with a paid up capital of
Tk.12,509.64 million against an authorized capital of Tk.20,000 million as on December 31,
2012. The bank started with the mission to establish Islamic Banking through the introduction
of a welfare oriented banking system and also ensure equity & justice in all economic
activities, achieve balanced growth and equitable development through diversified investment
operations particularly in the priority sectors and less developed areas of the country, and to

